
Jesus Messiah 

Dear friends, 

In addition to starting work on Ikizu Matthew, as I had written about in my August 

newsletter, a different project sprang up recently—Jesus Messiah. You can see 

pictures from it in two languages (I chose one from India just because the writing is so 

interesting). Meanwhile, we’re still translating all of those speech bubbles into Zanaki, 

so no pictures from it are available yet! 

A book portraying 

the life of Jesus in comic strip form was written in Dutch 

by Willem De Vink in the 1990s, and has since been 

translated into hundreds of languages. In English, the 

title is Jesus Messiah, which sums up the book pretty well—New Testament stories 

showing Jesus as the promised Messiah, written for children.  

The pages full of bright pictures really appeal to Tanzanians. The concept is a very 

ordinary thing to us, who have shelves full of children’s Bibles and storybooks of all 

sorts, but this book will be filling a definite gap in Tanzania. Other than black-and-white 

schoolbooks, which are often in short supply themselves, I rarely saw any other 

children’s literature in Tanzania. 

The Zanaki translators and I are working on this book right now. It’s tricky because it’s 

different from our usual work. We are used to having multiple other translations for 

examples, an inerrant source text, and writing at an adult level. The first draft, which 

I’m looking at now, has quite a few complex sentences which I am recommending be 

broken down into several simpler ones. One aspect I have realized I can’t check well 

as an outsider is gauging the difficulty of the language—I don’t know which words 

would be hard to read and comprehend for a Zanaki child. Fortunately, one of the 

Zanaki translators, Hami, has young children, so I’ll mark words I suspect might be a 

problem and let Hami make revisions as she sees fit. 

Despite the odd challenges, we are enjoying the variety in our work, and we hope that 

many Zanaki children will enjoy it, and that many Sunday school teachers use it! 

March 2014 

Recent highlights: 
 

We went to Michigan on a 
family trip and enjoyed 
seeing friends from Hope 
College and ministry 
partners. We spent time at 
both Lake Huron and Lake 
Michigan and had fabulous 
weather. 

I caught up to both the Ikizu 
and Zanaki translators! (No 
longer the case—a 
temporary highlight.) 

THE S��DE	N SC�P 

Praise & prayer: 
 

Pray for wisdom and 
inspiration for Shem, Hami, 
Rukia, and Ismael, the 
Zanaki and Ikizu translators, 
as they work on drafting 
and revising Scripture day 
in and day out. Even this 
amazing task can begin to 
feel ordinary when it is your 
daily job. 

Pray for wisdom for me, too, 
as I check the Jesus Messiah 

book. 

Praise God for safe travel 
and an enjoyable trip to 
Michigan. 

October 2017 
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English and English and English and English and 
Rajbanshi (India) Rajbanshi (India) Rajbanshi (India) Rajbanshi (India) 
translations. The translations. The translations. The translations. The 

Zanaki translation Zanaki translation Zanaki translation Zanaki translation 
is in progress!is in progress!is in progress!is in progress! 
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Fresh from Africa... 
We recently met up with friends who are doing language work in Nigeria. The wife and I met while at Hope 

College and had not seen each other since 2005. Coincidentally, also in 2005, I did my Wycliffe new member 

training with her husband, although the two of them did not meet one another until several years later. They are 

doing language survey and Scripture engagement work.  

During our visit, we were talking about the impact of Bible listening groups 

and oral Bible studies. Many Africans find it natural to sit together and have a 

discussion or listen to stories or the radio, but less culturally familiar to read 

and work through written material as a group. Thus recording Scripture and 

training interested community members in facilitating oral Bible studies is a 

growing aspect of translation projects. And with listening groups, as opposed 

to study groups, a leader isn’t even needed. People just gather, listen, and 

talk about it afterwards if they wish. 

Our friends told us something one Nigerian woman had said after she listened 

to recorded Scripture: “We’ve heard many men of God speak, but now we’re “We’ve heard many men of God speak, but now we’re “We’ve heard many men of God speak, but now we’re “We’ve heard many men of God speak, but now we’re 

hearing from God himself.”hearing from God himself.”hearing from God himself.”hearing from God himself.” Yes! That is the heart of Bible translation. 

This reminded me of exactly why I became interested in Bible translation in 

the first place. I didn't think I had any great wisdom or skills to share, so I never considered being a missionary. 

But when I thought about translation, it clicked—that’s God doing the talking. Translation isn’t what I say or do, 

but about making God’s words available in another language. 

Nothing to do with Tanzania or Nothing to do with Tanzania or Nothing to do with Tanzania or Nothing to do with Tanzania or 
the Bible; just a recent picture the Bible; just a recent picture the Bible; just a recent picture the Bible; just a recent picture 

that makes me smile.that makes me smile.that makes me smile.that makes me smile.    

And introducing a new genre: newsletter satire 

An oft-forgotten aspect of Bible translation is that one must sit 

down while checking the accuracy of Scripture drafts. One 

simply cannot format footnotes or insert commas while walking 

around. After several years of use (I prefer to refrain from saying 

“heavy use”...), my pre-owned chair was begging for release 

from missionary service. Unfortunately, little ol’ Indiana, PA, has 

a dearth of quality office furniture available. So, while on our 

Michigan adventure, we celebrated being in civilization and 

went shopping. I am happy to report that Bible translation is 

now continuing much more comfortably.  

In Christ’s love, 

    Michelle SandeenMichelle SandeenMichelle SandeenMichelle Sandeen    
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